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ANTYSTAT PETROLEUM NEW
The ANTYSTAT PETROLEUM collection is capable of dispersing 
electrostatic charge to prevent incendiary discharges. The static 
properties have been tested after 50 washing cycles. Furthermore, 
the fabric comes with a “wrinkle free” finish and high discolouration 
resistance. All Antystat Petroleum clothes are equipped with YKK® 
accessories; they guarantee both protection and high quality.

Jacket
n    The jacket is closed with a YKK® zipper covered with a flap 

fastened with YKK® snaps.
n    Provided with practical front pockets covered with flaps: two side 

open pockets and two chest height pockets.
n    It has an extended back and special ergonomically designed 

sleeves.
n    Areas exposed to tear are additionally reinforced with bar tacks in    

a contrastive colour. 
n    Contrastive colour stitchings contribute to the attractive 

appearance.
n    At the customer’s request, it can be delivered with various colour 

combinations and available materials. It can be additionally provided 
with 3M reflective tapes.

The product conforms to the relevant requirements of the EU 
harmonisation legislation: Regulation (EU) 2016/425, and meets        
the requirements of the standards: EN ISO 13688, EN 1149-5.

Technical Information: Jacket
Material: 65% polyester, 34% cotton, 1% carbon fibre,

245g/m2

Colors: blue
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
Order numbers: I-PETRO-B-NEW-NIE-XXXX*  

*insert size here

EN 1149-5
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ANTYSTAT PETROLEUM NEW
The ANTYSTAT PETROLEUM collection is capable of dispersing 
electrostatic charge to prevent incendiary discharges. The static 
properties have been tested after 50 washing cycles. Furthermore, 
the fabric comes with a “wrinkle free” finish and high discolouration 
resistance. All Antystat Petroleum clothes are equipped with YKK® 
accessories; they guarantee both protection and high quality.

Bib and Brace Trousers
n    Equipped with covered YKK® zippers and several useful pockets:

n  yoke pocket covered with a zipped flap,
n  two side pockets,
n  leg pockets covered with flaps fastened with covered YKK® snaps.

n    Waist provided with rubber sewn in a tunnel to make the trousers    
fit better.

n    Braces designed in a special way to keep the trousers stable.

n    Functional and easy-to-use braces are fastened with buckles.

n    Areas exposed to tear are additionally reinforced with bar tacks         
in a contrastive colour.

n    Contrastive colour stitchings contribute to the attractive appearance.

n    At the customer’s request, it can be delivered with various colour 
combinations and available materials. It can be additionally provided 
with 3M reflective tapes.

The product conforms to the relevant requirements of the EU 
harmonisation legislation: Regulation (EU) 2016/425, and meets          
the requirements of the standards: EN ISO 13688, EN 1149-5.

Technical Information: Bib and Brace Trousers
Material: 65% polyester, 34% cotton, 1% carbon fibre,

245g/m2

Colors: blue
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
Order numbers: I-PETRO-SO-NEW-NIE-XXXX*  

*insert size here
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